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Triomphante, The History of the Coronation of James II was a collaborative enterprise, 
bringing together a range of different expertises to produce a fitting record of the occasion. 
The form and content of the volume were shaped by the interests and objectives of the people 
responsible for its production. Arguably, it was Sandford, the book’s titular author and 
project manager, and Thomas Newcomb, its printer, who had the most at stake, as the 
execution of such a high-profile publication reflected on their professional capabilities.  Its project manager, Francis Sandford, then Lancaster Herald at the College of Arms, was responsible for overseeing the production of the book, and ensuring that it gave the best possible impression of the event it commemorated. Sandford’s background as a herald made him the ideal candidate to oversee production of the volume, while his dual role as participant in the event he described inflected the text with a degree of professional anxiety. Under normal circumstances, the coronation was the heralds’ most high‐profile event, as they were responsible for marshalling participants on the ground. In 1685, for the coronation of James II, the stakes were even higher because of the challenges inherent in crowning an openly Catholic king. Here, after all, was a king who could not receive communion in the Church he swore to protect in his coronation oath. And, as 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Zwicker rightly notes, ‘very little of the king’s disturbing religion could be gleaned directly’ from the pages of The History of the Coronation of James II.611  By the time of James’s coronation in 1685, Sandford had been employed by the College of Arms for over twenty years. In 1661, he had been appointed to his first job as Rouge Dragon pursuivant, before being promoted to Lancaster Herald on 16 November 1677.612 As a long‐term holder of heraldic office, Sandford had actually participated in the ceremonies he chronicled, gaining vital first‐hand knowledge of royal ritual and protocol. However, although his tenure at the College of Arms had begun by 1661, Sandford did not participate in ceremonial activities for the coronation of Charles II. Instead, the previous incumbent, William Crowne, had retained the role of Rouge Dragon pursuivant at this coronation, in spite of being ‘one of only a few knights pursuivant who remained active’ during the Commonwealth.613  During his time at the College of Arms, Sandford gained a reputation for being a loyal servant of the restored Stuart monarchy, and published extensively on suitable heraldic and genealogical subjects. His first book, A Genealogical History of the Kings of Portugal, was published in 1662. It was an expedient translation from the French of a 1623 text by Scevole and Louis de Saincte‐Marie and was intended to function as a bibliographic tribute to Charles II’s new bride, Catherine of Braganza, daughter of Juan IV, late king of Portugal.614 Sandford’s other printed tributes to the Stuart monarchy also dealt with protocol, ceremonial and issues of dynastic certainty. At the king’s command, Sandford had chronicled General Monck’s elaborate state funeral, which took place on 29 April 1670, four months after his death on 3 January 1670.615 This was a high‐profile commission, as Monck was the man widely credited with the peaceful restoration of Charles II. Sandford’s record was printed as, The order of ceremonies used for, and at, the 
solemn interment of the most high, mighty and most noble Prince George duke of                                                         611 Zwicker, ‘Francis Sandford: This History of the Coronation’, p.6.   612 Sherlock, ‘Sandford, Francis (1630‐1694)’, DNB [Online edn]. 613 Beth S. Neman, ‘Crowne, John (bap. 1641, d.1712)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004; online edn, 2004), http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/6832 [accessed 30 November 2010]. 614 ibid; S. M. Wynne, ‘Catherine (1638‐1705)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004; online edn, Jan 2008), http://www.oxforddnb.com.ezproxy.sussex.ac.uk/view/article/4894 [accessed 19 Oct 2010]. 615 Ronald Hutton, ‘Monck , George, first duke of Albemarle (1608–1670)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004; online edn, Jan 2008), http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/18939 [accessed 19 Oct 2010]. 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Albemarle (London, 1670). Soon after his promotion to Lancaster herald on 16 November 1677, Sandford published his most ambitious and scholarly work, A 
Genealogical History of the Kings of England and monarchs of Great Britain…from the 
conquest, anno 1066, to the year 1677 (London, 1677; reissued 1683; 2nd edn with continuations by Samuel Stebbing, 1707).616 Both volumes were notable for the high quality of their production, which was most apparent in the twenty folio engravings that depicted Albemarle’s funeral cortege.   Thomas Newcomb, who printed The History of the Coronation of James II, also had professional ideals and aspirations invested in the production of the volume. The title page revealed that Newcomb was ‘One of His Majesties Printers’. From 11 December 1675, he had held the patent in English with another London‐based publisher, Henry Hills, which granted sole license to publish, ‘…all Bibles, Books of Common Prayer, of all Translations, Statutes and Proclamations, for the term of 30 years.’617 Newcomb had, in fact, died by 1681, but his widow and executrix, Ruth Raworth, continued to run the business in his name until 1716.618  The role of the King’s Printer – or King’s Printing House – during the first few decades of the seventeenth century has received considerable scholarly attention, with most recently, the AHRC‐funded King’s Printer Project, which was based at Queen Mary, University of London until 2009.619 This was a sustained investigation of the role of the King’s Printer as ‘one of the central institutions of Jacobean cultural and political life’, and the extent to which the King’s Printer promoted royal ideology through printed products.620 One of the project’s permanent research outcomes was a book‐length                                                         616 Sherlock, ‘Sandford, Francis (1630‐1694)’, DNB [Online edn]. 617 CSPD, Precedents, 1. f. 123 [Whitehall]. 618 ‘Newcomb, Thomas’, British Book Trade Index (Birmingham: Birmingham University, 2002‐10), http://www.bbti.bham.ac.uk/Detailswithsource.htm?TraderID=49986 [accessed 7 December 2010]. For more about the function of book trade patents, see also Arnold Hunt’s account of their operation in the early seventeenth century. Arnold Hunt, ‘Book Trade Patents, 1603‐1640’, in Arnold Hunt, Giles Mandelbrote and Alison Shell (eds.), with an introduction by D.F. McKenzie, The Book 
Trade and Its Customers, 1450­1900 (Newcastle, Del.: St. Paul’s Bibliographies, 1997), pp.27‐54. 619 For more information regarding the activities of the King’s Printer Project at Queen Mary, University of London, see: http://www.english.qmul.ac.uk/kingsprinter/index.html. 620 Matthew Reisz, ‘Graham Rees, 1944‐2009’, Times Higher Education Supplement (London: TSL Education limited, 3 September 2009; on‐line edn), http://www.timeshighereducation.co.uk/story.asp?storyCode=407975&sectioncode=26 [accessed 7 December 2010]. 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treatment of the subject by Rees and Wakely that put the study of ideology in the context of the conditions of manufacture and retail that shaped the production and distribution of luxury print commodities, such as fine quality editions in folio.621  The role of the King’s Printers in the second half of the seventeenth century has yet to receive the same level of scholarly attention. However, it is possible to use some of the conclusions reached for the earlier period to frame our discussion. In particular, Rees and Wakely stress the dual function of the King’s Printer, as a commercially viable enterprise and an instrument of national government. The men granted the patent in English were:  … businessmen with an eye to the main chance. They were traders and, like all first‐rate traders, knew their market inside out. They knew their actual and potential customers, and what they could sell to them and at what price. They knew their suppliers, how to obtain books which they themselves had not necessarily printed or published…They knew when and how to oil the wheels and grease patrons. But at the same time they were men constrained by the higher politics of government, state church and state propaganda‐ necessarily because in one way or another, all of them became indispensable instruments…of high policy.622  This description echoes some of the major themes running through this thesis. As with other materials we have considered, the attempt to produce a controlled, politicised message was underpinned – and undermined – by the practical realities of production. One thinks, for example, of the contestation over construction of the échafaux in Paris for Louis XIV’s entrée on 26 August 1660. Ideally, preparations for the event were a show of unity, gladness and concord, but this aspect of the occasion’s organisation was afflicted by conflict and disorder, as representatives from state and municipal government vied with each other for control of the scaffolds.  The books produced by the King’s Printers deliberately engaged with the intellectual and, in some instances, emotional associations inherent in their products. The History of 
the Coronation of James II was no exception and was designed to have serious impact by being printed in folio, the largest, and most expensive, size of book. Its size dictated                                                         621 Maria Wakely and Graham Rees, ‘Folios Fit for a King: James I, John Bill and the King’s Printers, 1616‐1620’, The Huntington 
Library Quarterly, vol. 68, no. 3 (2005), pp.467‐95. 622 Rees and Wakely, Publishing, Politics and Culture, p.37. 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careful handling. Now, as then, it is rather cumbersome to manoeuvre, while its size prevents the reader from flicking through its pages in an offhand manner. Arguably, volumes of this kind were devised to inspire a sense of awe and wonder. As Henri‐Jean Martin observes, printing formats were deliberately chosen because they were meaningful:   [The] format of a volume could reflect its symbolic value and hint at its prospective public. Heavy folio volumes stated the durability of tradition and an intent to bring together in an exhaustive whole consecrated authors and the summas [sic] of religious, juridical, or secular knowledge.623   Little evidence relates specifically to the production of The History of the Coronation of 
James II. However, it is possible to use the object to make some cursory remarks about how it was made, and how much this manufacture cost. As a volume printed in folio, each copy of the book was made up of single sheets of printing paper folded once to make sections comprising two leaves. These were then printed on both sides to make four pages. In total, each copy of the book was assembled from seventy‐two sheets of printing paper, folded to create one hundred and forty four folio‐sized pages. These were then printed on both sides with text. In addition, the book was illustrated with thirty engraved plates – one full‐page and twenty‐nine double‐page engravings.   In total, printing The History of the Coronation of James II required a minimum of one hundred and two full‐sized sheets of printing paper per copy, or just over a ream of paper (480‐500 sheets) per each five copies. This is, of course, a low estimate, as it fails to consider the blank sheets of paper that are found at the beginning and end of most volumes, or, indeed, the sheets of paper that were spoiled during printing. However, using Bayley’s costing of the First Folio of Shakespeare, as cited above, a ream of Crown printing paper cost in the region of 4s 6d in 1623. It makes sense, therefore, to estimate paper for each copy of The History of the Coronation of James II cost approximately 10 ½d.  
                                                        623 Henri‐Jean Martin, The History and Power of Writing, trans. Lydia G. Cochrane (Chicago and London: Chicago University Press, 1994; 1988), p.310. 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There is more evidence relating to Sandford’s The Genealogical History of the Kings of 
England, published in 1677, when Sandford petitioned the Lord Treasurer to receive exemption on paying customs duty on ‘8000 reams of Rochelle demy paper…the custom of which would amount to about 200L or the like sum as his Majesty should be pleased to appoint, which, with good management, would finish his Genealogical History of the 
Kings of England.624 As we have seen La Rochelle paper was deemed to be the finest printing paper, attesting to the quality of the earlier volume.  
Who owned The History of the Coronation of James II?  Adverts in contemporary newspapers give some small indication of who bought and sold The History of the Coronation of James II. However, it seems more than likely that the first people to receive a finished, bound copy would have been its subjects: the king and queen, James II and Mary of Modena. One can only imagine the moment when Sandford finally presented James and Mary with the product of over eighteen months of his hard work, but other evidence suggests that his record of the coronation was warmly received. Most obviously Sandford was paid £300 for his efforts, a sum that barely covered the costs he’d incurred during production.625 Moreover, Mary of Modena was reputed to have given to Sandford a gift of a cup and lid, now in the collection of Goldsmiths’ Company, London, as a token of royal gratitude.626   A year after the volume’s initial publication, the following announcement appeared in the London Gazette in May 1688:  These are to give Notice, that Francis Sandford Esq, Lancaster Herald, having (by his Majesty’s Special Command) finished the History of their Majesties Coronation, Illustrated with many Curious Sculptures, and Presented several of the Nobility therewith, hath taken care to reserve Choice Books for the rest of the Nobility that 
                                                        624 CSPD, Entry Book 37, p.115 [Windsor].  625 Sherlock, Sandford, Francis (1630‐1694)’, DNB [Online edn]. 626 Tessa Murdoch, ‘A Silver‐gilt cup Commemorating the Coronation of James II’, V&A Online Journal, 2 (Autumn 2009), http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/journals/research‐journal/issue‐02/a‐silver‐gilt‐cup‐commemorating‐the‐coronation‐of‐james‐ii/ [accessed 10 September 2011]. 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please to send to him at his House in Great Russel‐street in Bloomsbury, or to Mr. King at the Heralds Office near Doctors Commons, London.627   The phrasing, here, suggests that only the most select group of insiders were allowed to obtain access to the volume on its publication, with copies purchased by appointment from Sandford directly, or, via Gregory King, from his place of employment, the ‘Heralds Office’.  By 4 April 1689, The History of the Coronation of James II could still be bought from Sandford and King, but was also available through a larger number of commercial booksellers, many of whom were located in London’s bookselling heartlands:   The History of the Coronation of the late King James the Second and Queen Mary, Printed Anno 1687 (being the precedent in many particulars intended to be followed at the ensuing Coronation,) it is to be had at Mr. Hofman’s Shop in Westminster Hall, Mr. Notts in the Pall Mall, Mr Wilkinsons over against St. Dunstans Church in Fleet‐street, Mr. Clavels at the Peacock in St. Pauls Church yard, and Mr. Hornes at the South Door of the Royal Exchange, and at Several other Booksellers, As also at Mr Sandfords in Great Russel‐street in Bloomsbury, and at Mr. Kings at the Heralds Office near Doctors Commons, London.628  After James’s exile, The History of the Coronation of James II appears to have been sold by a much wider group of people. In the weeks before the coronation of William and Mary on 11 April 1689, it was advertised in contemporary newspapers.629 By 1718, it had become a recognised part of the fine‐printing canon, with booksellers’ adverts routinely marking it out as, ‘Sandford’s Coronation of King James II’.630  The individual histories of surviving copies also give some sense of who owned The 
History of the Coronation of James II. The following discussion does not pretend to be exhaustive. Instead, it accounts for surviving copies of the book in libraries in the United Kingdom, France and North America. To date, I have managed to locate 60 copies of the                                                         627 Thursday 3 May 1688, London Gazette (London, England); issue 2344. One presumes that announcements also appeared at the time of publication in 1687, but I have not been able to locate any thus far. 628 Thursday 4 April 1689, London Gazette (London, England); issue 2442. 629 Monday 8 April 1689, London Gazette (London, England); issue 2443. 630 Saturday 31 January 1719, Weekly Packet (London, England); issue 344; Tuesday 3 February 1718, Post Boy (1695); issue 4607; Tuesday 3 February 1719, Evening Post (1709) (London, England); issue 1484; Thursday 5 February 1718, Post Boy (1695) (London, England); issue 4608; Saturday 7 February 1718, Post Boy (1695) (London, England); issue 4609. 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book in 41 libraries. Admittedly, this is a low estimate that only takes into account copies of Sandford’s History of the Coronation of James II cited in the English Short Title 
Catalogue or in the collections of the scholarly and specialist libraries that are covered by major integrated on‐line catalogues like Copac and Catalogue collectif de France.  Regrettably at this stage, this survey does not include volumes in private collections or smaller academic institutions in North America or the UK. Moreover, it will not give a proper sense of the distribution of Sandford’s History in libraries and collections throughout Continental Europe.  Unsurprisingly, in light of its subject matter, the majority of the books considered by this thesis are in the UK, with 32 copies distributed across the collections of 25 libraries and museums.631 An additional 17 copies of the book can be found in collections in North America.632 Holdings in France are substantially smaller, with 11 copies of the book owned by just three libraries. Significantly, 6 of the copies are in the Bibliothèque Nationale de France.  Additional copies are in the collections of Bibliothèque de l’Institut de France and in the Bibliothèque de Toulouse. It must be stressed, however, that such a focused distribution most likely reflects the limitation of the sample.  What can one possibly tell from a list of libraries? The most basic level of analysis would suggest that a comparatively large number of The History of the Coronation of James II have survived to become part of the most prestigious scholarly libraries in the world. Copies of the book were part of major royal collections, which became the core of major national libraries, such as the British Library in London or Bibliothèque Nationale de France in Paris. One such copy of the book was part of the so‐called King’s Library, built                                                         631 These can be found in: Aberdeen University Library; the Bodleian Library, Oxford; British Library; the University Library, Cambridge; the Parker Library, Corpus Christi College, Cambridge; St John’s College Library, Cambridge; the Wren Library, Trinity College, Cambridge; Canterbury Cathedral Library; Chetham’s Library, Manchester; the Courtauld Institute Library, London; Durham University Library; Durham Cathedral Library; Guildhall Library, London; John Ryland’s Library, University of Manchester; Lambeth Palace Library, London; Leeds Central Library; Leicester University Library; National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh; the Sir John Soane’s Museum, London; Society of Antiquaries, London; University College, London; National Art Library, Victoria & Albert Museum, London; Westminster Abbey; Worcester Cathedral Library and York Minster Library.  632 These can be found in: the Bridwell Library, Southern Methodist University; the William Clark Memorial Library, UCLA; the Folger Shakespeare Library; the Getty Research Institute; the Houghton Library, Harvard; Huntington Library, Art Collections and Botanic Gardens; the University of Illinois at Urbana‐Champaign; Library of Congress; Newberry Library, Chicago; New York Public Library; Spencer Research Library, University of Kansas; Harry Ransom Center, University of Texas at Austin; Toronto Public Library and the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale. 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up during the reign of George III, which was donated to the nation by his son, George IV, in 1823, to form the working scholarly library housed at the British Museum until 1998.633  Four copies of Sandford’s History of the Coronation of James II can be linked to contemporary owners, who were all connected to libraries at the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge. Henry Firebrace, a fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge from 1674, donated his copy to the college library, now better known at the Wren Library. This puts the date of acquisition somewhere between the book’s publication in 1687 and Firebrace’s death in 1708.634 The copy of Sandford’s History in the University Library (U.L.), Cambridge, was part of the ‘Royal Library’, which had been amassed by John Moore, Bishop of Ely, one of the foremost book‐collectors of his day.635 At his death in 1714, the library comprised almost 28,965 books and 1,790 manuscripts. It was sold to George I for £6450, who gave it to the University of Cambridge in recognition of their loyalty to the Hanoverian dynasty, where it was named in honour of its royal donor.636   The other two copies of Sandford’s History with links to contemporary owners are in the Bodleian Library, Oxford. Both were acquired in the early 1690s. The first, as part of the library of Thomas Barlow, Bishop of Lincoln, was bequeathed to the University of Oxford upon his death in 1691.637 The second had been in the collection of the antiquarian Elias Ashmole, who left his books to the University of Oxford after his death in 1692. The books were subsequently transferred to the Bodleian Library in 1860.638                                                          633 Graham Jefcoate, ‘Most Curious, Splendid and Useful: the King’s Library of George III’, Kim Sloan with Andrew Burnett (eds.), 
Enlightenment: Discovering the World in the Eighteenth Century (London: British Museum, 2003), pp.38‐45. 634 Stephen Wright, ‘Firebrace, Sir Henry (1619/20‐1691)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004; online edn, May 2009), http://www.oxforddnb.com.ezproxy.sussex.ac.uk/view/article/9480 [accessed 18 November 2010]. 635 Peter Meadows, ‘Moore, John (1646‐1714), bishop of Ely’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), http://www.oxforddnb.com.ezproxy.sussex.ac.uk/view/article/19126?docPos=10 [accessed 18 November 2010]. 636 McKitterick, David, Cambridge University Library: A History, vol. 2 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press); Ringrose, Jayne, ‘The Royal Library: John Moore and his books’ in P. Fox (ed.), Cambridge University Library: the Great Collections (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), pp.78‐89. 637 John Spurr, ‘Barlow, Thomas (1608/9‐1691)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), http://www.oxforddnb.com.ezproxy.sussex.ac.uk/view/article/1439?docPos=2 [accessed 18 November 2010]. 638 R.T. Gunter, ‘The Ashmole printed books’, Bodleian Quarterly Record 6 (1930), pp.193‐5; Michael Hunter, ‘Ashmole, Elias (1617‐1692), Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004; online edn, May 2006), http://www.oxforddnb.com.ezproxy.sussex.ac.uk/view/article/764?docPos=2 [accessed 18 November 2010]. 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Significantly, in the earlier part of his career Ashmole had actually contributed to a work of festival literature, writing an account of the coronation of Charles II that was published in 1662 as A Brief Narrative of His Majestie’s Solemn Coronation.  We can trace the history of three additional copies of Sandford’s History back to the eighteenth century, although none can be linked to named owners. An ex libris note on the front free end‐papers of one of the two copies held by the National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh suggests that it was once part of the Library of the Faculty of Advocates in 1726.639 (The latter’s non‐legal collections were given to the nation in 1925.)640 Likewise, the copy in Westminster Abbey had become part of the library there by 1726 at the very latest, as it appeared in the manuscript library catalogue compiled at that date.641 Chetham’s Library in Manchester acquired its copy at some point after 1700.642 As The History of the Coronation was listed in its first printed catalogue, published in 1791, we can assume it had entered the library’s collection by this date.643  In summary, the evidence shows that seven copies of The History of the Coronation of 
James II can be linked to owners, donors or library collections in the hundred years immediately after its publication. The copies that can be linked to named individuals were part of collections that were considered by contemporaries to have outstanding scholarly importance. These patterns of ownership reflected the high quality of the volume, as well as the significance of the event it commemorated. 
                                                        639 National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh, C.12.a.7. 640 National Library of Scotland Act 1925, 1925 c.73, (HMSO, 1925; online edn [n.d]), http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/Geo5/15‐16/73/enacted [accessed 19 November 2010]. 641 Westminster Abbey Library, London, MS 48, 143r. 642 Chetham’s Library, Manchester has acquisition records for all books acquired before 1700. This documentation was the subject of a doctoral thesis: Matthew Yeo, ‘The Acquisition of Books by Chetham's Library, 1655‐1700: A Case Study in the Distribution and Reception of Texts in the English Provinces in the late Seventeenth Century’, 2 vols. (Unpublished Ph.D thesis, University of Manchester, 2009). Documentation from the eighteenth century also survives, but this has yet to be subject to the same systematic analysis. As producing a full bibliographic profile of Sandford’s History of the Coronation is not the main thrust of this thesis, delving further into the archives at Chetham’s Library was regarded as unnecessary at this time. 643 Bibliotheca Chethamensis: sive Bibliothecae Publicae Mancuniensis Ab Humfredo Chetham Armigero Fundatae Catalogus, Exhibens 
Libros in Varias Classes Pro Varietate Argumenti Distributos. Quanta Potuit Fide at Diligentia Edidit J. Radcliffe A.M. Bibliothecae Supra 
Dicte Custos, Ac Collegii AENEI Nasi Apud Oxonienses Socius, vol. 1 (Manchester: J. Harrop, 1791), p.331. 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Section III 
Chapter 4 
 
Representational Strategies: Symbols, Cities and Spectators  The final part of this thesis will consider some key representational strategies used in festival literature to preserve events in their best light. Where the performance and experience of festival was plural and fragmentary, visual images and textual descriptions attempted to impose a level of control on the interpretation of events that was not possible in the ‘real’ world. How festivals were rendered on paper was also suggestive of how events were meant to be experienced. The reader of L’Entrée 
Triomphante, or The History of the Coronation was effectively presented with the ideal version of Louis’s entrée or James’s coronation, uninhibited by the contestation or compromise that had characterised the preparations made before the events, and unaffected by the uncontrollable factors that could mark – or mar – performances.  In order to tease out the relationship between the print commodity and the ideas of preparation and performance, the discussion will consider three representational strategies. These first is the presentation of symbolic and allegorical aspects of props and scenery in Sherwin and Collin’s engraving of the firework display for the coronation of James II. (Fig.25.) The second is the remodelling of the early modern city in print to become a suitable site for celebration. The third is the representation of spectators in images of festival. In each instance, the spatial and temporal dimensions of the events were rigorously controlled. Unlike in the performances, which were located in the real early modern city, and by extension in real space and time, festival in print created an ideal celebratory city in which it was no longer possible to be out of place or time. 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Rhetoric and Clarity in The History of the Coronation of James II   Many of the images used to illustrate the History of the Coronation of James II showed little concern for precise details of place and location. In common with other representations of festival, these engravings eschewed naturalistic topographical detail, instead choosing to highlight the occasion’s ritual paraphernalia and participants. This was particularly apparent in William Sherwin’s two double‐page plates of the coronation’s regalia. (Fig.40.) The images showcased in fine‐grain detail the most important ritual objects associated with the occasion. These were the items that were closest to the king’s body and included the special clothing worn or carried during the ceremony, such as the crown, orb and sceptre.   To modern eyes, the plates showcasing the regalia display are reminiscent of the clothes and accessories designed to accompany a cut‐out paper doll. This unintentionally comic effect was a consequence of Sherwin’s decision to show each individual component floating in space, unfettered by a depiction of a wearer or additional topographical information. (The depiction of both buskins and sandals on either side of the swords used during the coronation ritual is particularly amusing.) This was only compounded by the decision to show each individual object as if was completely flat, with little effort made to suggest substance or depth by means of shading or use of perspective. The exception being the presentation of King Edward’s Chair ‘in which his Majestie was Crowned’, which was shown side on to give some sense of three‐dimensionality.  The straightforward presentation of this material worked to rhetorical effect, as the engravings isolated, then emphasised those aspects of the design of a performance that were deemed to be most significant. In this instance, showing James’s coronation regalia was an attempt to reinforce the legitimacy of his kingship. The engraving produced to commemorate the firework display to celebrate the coronation of James II in April 1685 also exemplified the rhetoric of clarity by showcasing those aspects of the event’s design that conveyed its political agenda. (Fig.25.) The composition and cropping of the picture emphasised the large‐format props and scenery, which had been specially 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devised for the occasion. The fireworks, by contrast, were relegated to a supporting role and fulfilled a decorative function, being shown as a series of regular patterns that framed and enhanced the carefully rendered scenery.   As evidence, this image gives a markedly different account of the firework display from other sources already considered in this thesis. One need only think of Aubrey’s apocalyptic literary description, in which the fireworks ‘took fire altogether, and it was so dreadful, that several spectators leap’d into the River choosing rather to be drown’d than burn’d.’644 Or, indeed, the sense of disorder behind payments made by the Ordnance’s messenger, Adam Bell, to cover the costs of ‘Provisions & Lodgings’ for the men injured as an unexpected consequence of the display.645   It is a simple contrast, but the world of difference between Sherwin and Collin’s rigorously controlled engraving and the disorder that characterised the other types of evidence clearly illustrates what this type of image was meant to do: render the event in its best light for posterity. It offered a fixed, finalised version of the firework display, which excised the chaos, confusion and, in some cases, abject terror that had characterised the actual performance. The firework display was subject to a radical reinterpretation through which it was transformed into being the stable embodiment of the occasion’s explicative and commemorative agendas.  As we saw in Section I, the Office of Ordnance, under the supervision of Martin Beckman, had organised the display, and their records confirmed that most of the apparatus illustrated by Sherwin and Collins had actually been made. ‘2 statues’, costing £39 10s 11d, had been built and painted ‘according to contract’.646 An anonymous worked had received £03 for ‘painting 6 swanns’.647 Two blacksmiths were paid to make in iron the mottos that appeared above the figures in the engraving: Richard Ashworth received £02 08s for making ‘SOL OCCUBUIT’, while Thomas White was paid                                                         644 Aubrey, Miscellanies, pp.40–1. 645 N.R.A, London, W/O 51‐30, 30 July 1685 [n.p.]. 646 N.R.A., London, W/O 51‐30, 6 May 1685, no.8, no.39. 647 N.R.A., London, W/O 51‐30, 6 May 1685, no.15. 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£02 11s for ‘SECUTA EST’.648 ‘Mr. Mews’ was paid £07 12s 06d for ‘[iron] plate for the Pedestalls and Rocket boxes’.649 And finally, Elizabeth Hudson was paid £04 16s for the 12lb of ‘tinn file’ that was used to cover ‘his Ma[jestie]s name, crown and sunn’.650  The detail in this archival evidence suggests that the engraving was, in part, a fairly accurate representation of the scenic devices that were devised for the firework display. However, early modern festival in print was a distinctive experience and must be treated as such. This is not to suggest that it was completely separate from the performances and events, but to acknowledge that representations in textual descriptions and visual images constituted an experience in their own right. The engraving of the firework display for the coronation of James II in 1685 permitted an unrivalled view of props and scenery, while the actual firework display was staged on a series of barges that were moored in the middle of the River Thames. At this distance, one imagines that even the spectacle’s main audience, the royal party, would not have been able to construe the occasion’s symbolic programme with the same clarity and ease bestowed on the print’s spectator. The thrilling distraction of pyrotechnic sound and light effects, along with the smoke produced by the fireworks as they were detonated, would have provided further impediment to visibility.  The engraving, by comparison, provided a view of this content that was completely unencumbered by smoke and fire, and which provided its spectator with a close‐up view of the occasion’s props and scenery. It is worth dwelling momentarily on the complexity of the political message, as this will emphasise just how much information was packed into the engraving’s composition, and, by extension, how much meaning was potentially lost during the firework display. As befit the beginning of a new reign, the event’s scenic devices were intended to function as a visual manifesto, and signalled James’s attitude toward his kingship. The aesthetic of the engraving was determined by the meaningfulness inherent in each part of the display’s scenic apparatus, with each entity contributing to the forceful visual statement that was being made about the                                                         648 N.R.A., London, W/O 51‐30, 6 May 1685, no.47, no.48. 649 N.R.A., London, W/O 51‐30, 6 May 1685, no.55. 650 N.R.A., London, W/O 51‐30, 6 May 1685, no.56. 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character of later Stuart royal power. Most noticeably, the image was dominated by decorative motifs that were strongly associated with an absolutist conception of kingship, with a sun, imperial crown and two obelisks shown at the centre of the composition. There was also there was overlap in the design of the firework display and the visual strategies employed in the decoration of James’s coronation medal. On its reverse, a laurel wreath was shown resting on a cushion, while a hand emerged from the clouds above this, holding an imperial crown.  These hallmarks of royal power were part of a wider European tradition. The sun, which was at the very centre of Sherwin and Collin’s engraving of the firework display, had particular resonance for a contemporary audience, as it was most readily associated with Louis XIV. Louis had first appeared in the guise of ‘Le Roi Soleil’ in 1653, when he had danced the part of Apollo, the Greek god whose attribute the sun was, in the Ballet 
Royal de la Nuict.651 Thereafter, Apollonian imagery became a key part of his personal iconography. Through its relation to Louis, deployment of sun motifs came to function as shorthand for an absolutist conception of royal power.   The ways in which other seventeenth and early eighteenth‐century rulers appropriated Apollonian imagery demonstrates the flexibility of symbols of power, and suggests the celebratory contexts in which its use was most appropriate. Its deployment was seemingly tied to those moments where intense focus was on the institution of kingship, such as the coronation, as in the case of James, or the accession, or coming of age of a young monarch. Louis’s first appearance in the guise of ‘Le Roi Soleil’ can be related to the final defeat of the Frondeurs in 1653, and the reassertion of royal power.652 David Klöcher Ehrenstrahl painting of Karl XI of Sweden as Apollo Pythias (1670‐71) showed another teenage ruler on the threshold of maturity. As well as providing a symbolic representation of kingship, the portrait also recorded a real event, as it showed a 
                                                        651 Gruber, Alain, ‘The Ballet Royal de la Nuict: a masque at the court of Louis XIV’, Apollo, vol. 386 (March‐June 1994), pp.34‐40.  652 Joanna Norman, ‘Baroque Art and Design for the Theatre’, Baroque: Style in the Age of Magnificence, 1620­1800, pp.153‐4. 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costume really worn by the young king when he danced in a ballet to celebrate his fifteenth birthday on 25 November 1670.653   Augustus II, Elector of Saxony and King of Poland, was even more emphatic in his deployment of Apollonian imagery. In 1709, an elaborate programme of festivities marked a visit to the Saxon court in Dresden of Augustus’s brother‐in‐law, Frederick IV of Denmark.654 As part of the Procession of the Gods, Augustus had taken on the role of Apollo, wearing an imposing sun‐shaped mask, which had been modelled on the king’s own features by the Saxon court’s most celebrated goldsmith, Johann Melchior Dinglinger. This mask functioned ‘less as a disguise than as a means of glorifying him [Augustus] as a god’. 655 Visitors to the Rüstkammer, part of the Staatliche 
Kunstsammlungen in Dresden, can still come face to face with Augustus’s mask. Even crammed into a vitrine with numerous other objects, it makes a disconcerting spectacle – its lifelike depiction of Augustus in tension with the inexpressiveness of the gilded copper used to make it.   To return to the engraving of the fireworks display for the coronation of James II, this engraving did more than assemble generic symbols of royal power. The cipher, shown below the sun and imperial crown, was a personal emblem composed of the letters ‘J. M. R.’ to combine James’s initial with that of his queen consort, Mary of Modena. (The ‘R’ in the cipher designated both ‘Rex’ and ‘Regina’.) Personal ciphers illustrate the extent to which generic emblematic figures could be adapted subtly to create particularised meanings. Arguably, this is the crux of the matter in any discussion of early modern ‘languages’ of symbol and allegory.656   
                                                        653 Eva‐Lena Karlsson, ‘Charles XI of Sweden as Apollo Pythias’, Baroque: Style in the Age of Magnificence 1620­1800, p.338. 654 Claudia Schnitzer, ‘The Festivities of Augustus the Strong’, Baroque: Style in the Age of Magnificence 1620 ­1800, p.178. 655 ibid. 656 For more about the value placed on deployment of emblematic devices, and customary and conventional wisdom in the early modern period, see: Peter M. Daly (ed.) The English Emblem and the Continental Tradition (New York, 1988); Michael Bath, Speaking 
Pictures: English Emblem Books and Renaissance Culture (London, 1994); Adam Fox, Oral and Literate Culture in England 1500­1700, 2nd edn (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002). 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The image’s two largest figurative devices provide further evidence of the ways standardised symbolic devices could be tailored to meet the needs of the occasion. Both were adapted from emblems in Cesare Ripa’s Iconologia, one of the period’s most widely referenced compendiums of allegorical and symbolic figures. The first edition of the Iconologia was published in Rome in 1593.657 The first illustrated edition was produced in 1603, and included the distinctive woodcuts that were to become the volume’s most distinctive feature.658 It was followed by four more Italian language editions of the book in the seventeenth century alone, with editions published in 1611, 1613, 1625 and 1645.659 The Iconologia was translated into French (1643), Dutch (1644) and German (1669).660 An English version of the text finally became available in 1709 under the aegis of printseller Pierce Tempest.661  
                                                        657 Ripa, Cesare, Iconologia overo descrittione dell’imagini vniversali cavate dall’antichita et da altri lvoghi da Cesare Ripa Perugino. 
Opera non meno vtile che necessaria à Poeti, Pittori, & Scultori, per rappresentare le uirtù, affetti, & passioni humane (Rome: G. Gigliotti, 1593). 658 Ripa, Cesare, Iconologia overo descrittione di diverse imagini cauate dall’antichità, & di propria inuentione, trouate, & dichiarate 
da Cesare Ripa Pervgino, Caualiere de Santi Maurito, & Lazaro. Di nuouo reuista, & dal medesimo ampliata di 400 & più imagini. Et di 
Figure d intaglio adornata. Opera non meno vtile che necessaria a Poeti, Pittori, Scultori, & altri, per rappresentare le Virtù, Vitij, Affetti, 
& Passioni humane (Rome: Lepido Facij, 1603). 659 Iconologia, overo descrittione d’imagini delle Virtù, Vitij, Affetti, Passioni humane, Corpi celesti, Mondo e sue parti. Opera di Cesare 
Ripa Perugino Caualliere de’ Santi Mauritio, & Lazaro. Fatica necessaria ad Oratorio, Predicatori, Poeti, Formatori d’Emblemi, & 
d’Imprese, Scultori, Pittori, Dissegnatori, Rappresentatori, Architetti, & Diuisatori d’Apparati; Per figurare con I suoi proprij simboli 
totto quello, che può cadere in pensiero humano. Di nouo in quest’vltima Editione corretta diligentemente, & accresciuta di sessanta e 
più figure poste a luoghi loro: Aggionteni copiosissime Tauole per solleuamento del Lettore, dedicate all’illustrissimo signore il Signor 
Roberto Obici (Padua: Pietro Paolo Tozzi, 1611); Della Novissima Iconologia di Cesare Ripa Pervgino Caualier de SS. Maurito, & 
Lazzaro. Parte Prima. Nella quale si descriuono diuerse Imagini di Virtù, Vitij, Affetti, Passioni humane, Arti, Discipline, Humori, 
Elementi, Corpi Celeste, Prouincie d’Italia, Fiumi tutte le parti del Mondo, & alter infinite materie. Opera Vtile ad Oratori, Predicatori, 
Poeti, Pittori, Scultori, Disegnatori, & ad’ogni studioso. Per inuentar Concetti, Emblemi, ed’Imprese, Per diuisare qual si voglia apparato 
Nutiale, Funerale, Trionfale, Per rappresentar Poemi Drammatici, e per figuare co’suoi proprij simboli ciò, che può cadere in pensiero 
humano. Ampliata In quest vltima Editione non solo dallo stesso Auttore di Trecento, e cinquatadue Imagini, con molti discorsi pieni di 
varia eruditione, & con molti Indici copiosi, Ma ancora arrichita d’altre Imagini, discorsi, & esquisita corretione dal Sig. Gio. Zaratino 
Castellini Romano (Padua: Pietro Paolo Tozzi, 1625); Iconologia di Cesare Ripa Pervgino Cavalier di SS Mavritio et [sic] Lazaro. Divisa 
in Tre Libri Ne I quail si esprimono varie Imagini di Virtù, Vitij, Affetti, Passioni humane, Arti, Discipline, Humori, Elementi, Corpi Celesti, 
Prouincie d’Italia, Fiumi, & alter materie infinite vtili ad ogni stato di Persone. Ampliata Sal Sig. Cav. Gio. Zaratino. Castellini Romano in 
questa vltima editione di Imagini, & Discorsi, con Indici copiosi, & ricorretta (Venice: Cristoforo Tomasini, 1645). To distinguish between different Italian‐language editions of the book, all subsequent citations will consist of the book’s short title, Iconologia, and the date of publication. 660 Iconologia, of uytbeeldingen des Verstands: van Cesare Ripa van Perugien, Ridder van SS. Mauritius en Lazzaro. Waer in Versceiden 
af beeldingen van Deughden, Ondeughden, Genegentheden, Menschlijcke Hertztochten, Konsten, Leeringen, Sinlijckheden, Elementen, 
Hemelsche Lichamen, Landschappen can Italien, Revieren van alle deelen des Werrelts, en alle andere ontallijcke stoffen, met hare 
verklaringen, werden verhandelt. Een wreck dat dienstigh is, allen Reedenaers, Poëten, schilders, Beeldhouwers, Teyckenaers, en alle 
andere Konst­beminders en Liefhebbers der Geleertheyt en eerlijcke Wetenschappen. Om uyt te drucken, en te vinden, ’t Begrip van alle 
Sinnebeelden, Invallen, Devijsen of Sinyetkenen. Oock om te spreecken, Van allerleye tocrusingen, ’t zy op Bruyloften, Lijckstaetien en 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Visually, the figure on the left of the composition was an exact translation of Ripa’s ‘Amor della Patria’ (which translates roughly as ‘Love of the Homeland’). The emblem, first appearing in the 1613 edition of the Iconologia, showed a bearded man wearing Roman‐style armour with a plumed helmet.662 However, the version of the figure that appeared in the coronation firework display was captioned, ‘PATER PATRIÆ’, which literally means, ‘Father of the Fatherland’. Tempest’s Moral Emblems rendered the Italian as ‘Love of Our Country’, a translation with Republican undertones – arguably the substitution of ‘Pater Patriæ’ was, perhaps, an attempt to communicate a more authoritarian vision of rule.663  The occasion’s other symbolic figure, ‘MONARCHIA’, was, again, a rather loose interpretation of a figure from the Iconologia. It roughly tallied with the emblem for ‘Monarchia Mondana’ (‘Wordly Monarchy’), which was a:  A young Lady, of a haughty Look, in Armour; a Diamond at her Breast, and has her Head encompassed with Splendid Rays; Golden Socks on her legs, set with precious stones: She has three Scepters in her Hand; where is a Scroul, OMNIBUS UNUS. On her right Side a Lion and a Serpent on her left. Prisoners crown’d chain’d and prostrate; with Trophies.664                                                                                                                                                                               
Zeege­feesten. Mede om te vertoonen de Gedichten de Tonneelspeelders, en om uyt te beelden, met haere eygene teyckenen, al het gene, 
eenighsins, in der Menschen gedachte, kan vallen. Verrijckt met veele Beeldnessen en geestige geleerde overwegingen, door de 
uytnemende verbeteringe van Giov. Zaratino Castellini Romano. uyt het Italiens vertaelt door D. P. Pers (Amsterdam: Dirck Pieterz Pers, 1644); Herrn Caesaris Ripa ... erneurte Iconologia oder Bilder­Sprach ... Anfangs vom besagten Urheber Italienisch beschrieben, 
und in dieser letsten Edition mit ... Aussbildern, beneben denen so Herr Zaratin Castellini ... Nunmehr aber in unsere hochteutsche 
Mutter­Sprach übersetzt von L.S.D.  (Frankfurt: Wilhelm Serlins, 1669); Iconologie, ou la Science des emblèmes, devises, etc., qui 
apprend à les appliquer et inventer. Ouvrage Tres Utile aux Orateurs, Poëtes, Peintres, Sculptures, Graveurs, & generalement à toutes 
sortes de Curieux des Beaux Arts et des Sciences. Enriche & augmentée d’un grand nombre de Figures avec des moralités, tirées la 
plupart de Cesar Ripa, trans. by Jean Beudoin (Amsterdam: A. Braakman, 1698). 661 Pierce Tempest, Iconologia: or Moral Emblems, by Cesare Ripa. Wherein are Express’d, Various Images of virtues, Vices, Passions, 
Arts, Humours, Elements and Celestial Bodies; As Design’d by The Ancient Egyptians, Greeks, Romans and Modern Italians: Useful For 
Orators, Poets, Painters, Scultptors, and all Lovers of Ingenuity: Illustrated with Three Hundred Twenty­Six Humane Figures, With their 
Explanations; Newly design’d, and engraven on Copper, by I. Fuller, Painter, And other Masters (London: B. Motte, 1709). 662 Ripa, Iconologia (1613), p.36. 663 Tempest, Iconologia: or Moral Emblems, p.5. F.M. O’Donoghue, rev. Antony Griffiths, ‘Tempest, Pierce (1653‐1717), Oxford 
Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), http://www.oxforddnb.com.ezproxy.sussex.ac.uk/view/article/27108 [accessed 8 December 2010]. 664 Tempest, Iconologia: or Moral Emblems, p.54. 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The figure in Sherwin and Collins’ print was clearly a bearded man, and not a woman, contradicting the evidence of the first edition of Ripa’s Iconologia to include ‘Monarchia Mondana’, as published in 1645, where the figure was described as a ‘Donna giouane’, or ‘young woman’.665 In all other respects, however, the depiction of ‘MONARCHIA’ matched Tempest’s description.  The presentation of symbolic devices in Sherwin and Collin’s engraving of fireworks for the coronation of James II was hardly unique. Representations of other firework displays in London put just as much emphasis on emblematic design. Bernard II Lens’s mezzotint of the firework display celebrating the birth of the Prince of Wales in 1688 also showcased its symbolic and allegorical devices, as did two depictions of firework displays to celebrate the Treaty of Utrecht in 1713 by Sir James Thornhill and Lens. 
(Figs. 4., 33., 41.) The composition of the mezzotint showing the 1688 fireworks was practically identical to that employed in Collins and Sherwin’s etching of the firework display for the coronation. Again, the occasion’s large‐format ‘statues’, yet more quotations from Ripa, and the hallmarks of royal power were clearly visible, while the fireworks fell into line. (Fig.4.) Likewise, both Thornhill and Lens’s representations provided unrivalled access to the event’s iconographical design, effecting a radical reinterpretation of the firework display as a performance. (Figs. 33., 41.)  The range of illustrative material and the order it was arranged also contributed to the rhetoric of clarity in The History of the Coronation of James II. By means of the illustrative plates, the reader was given enough information to piece together the events of the coronation. However, this version of the occasion was subject to rigorous editorial control, with key moments from the day picked out, isolated and emphasised in a series of engraved plates. In addition to perspective views of Westminster Abbey and Westminster Hall, this content included maps and ground plans. As a suite of images, the views, maps and ground plans made explicit the links between place and specific ritual actions during the ceremony, such as the presentation of the regalia to the 
                                                        665 Iconologia (1645), p.415. 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king in Westminster Hall, the actual coronation in Westminster Abbey and finally, the coronation feast, which was, again, in Westminster Hall.   The first map gave the reader a solid grounding in the geography of the coronation. It showed ‘part of the Citty of Westminster’ and effectively functioned as a political topography of the area. (Fig.42.) The caption to the map was a litany of spaces associated with operations of secular and divine state power, comprising, ‘Westminster‐Abby (or the Collegiate Church of St. Peter), Westminster‐Hall, The Court of Wards, Court of Requests, Painted Chamber, House of Lords and Princes Lodgings, The Old & New Palace‐Yard, [and] The Great Sanctuary.’  Significantly, the map also attempted to give permanent form to some of the occasional apparatus associated with the coronation by delineating:  …the Way from the Hall to the Church, as it was spread with Cloth and Railed in; and the Several Stations in which his Majesties Troops of Horse and Regiments of FootGuards were posted on both sides of the said Rail.666  Further engravings by Sherwin and Samuel Moore enhanced this sense of place by showing prospect views of some of the coronation’s key locations: the Collegiate Church of St Peter in Westminster, popularly known as Westminster Abbey, and Westminster Hall. (Fig.43.) Significantly, the History of the Coronation included multiple views of the interior of Westminster Abbey, which reflected the importance of the moment when James was actually crowned. The first showed the interior of Westminster Abbey from its western prospect before the ceremony had taken place, with the event’s spectators already crowded into the temporary boxes erected on either side of the temporary platform built for the coronation. (Fig.44.)    The function of this engraving, with the palpable absence of the performance, was to encourage anticipation for the ritual of the coronation, which was the explicit function of the next plate in the series. (Fig. 45.) This showed the moment that James was crowned with St. Edward’s Crown from the prospect of the high altar in the Abbey’s east. The final image in the sequence, also from the vantage point of the high altar,                                                         666 Sandford, History of the Coronation of James II, [between pp.64‐5]. 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showed ‘The Inthronization of Their Majesties King James the Second and Queen Mary’. 
(Fig.46.) These three images reduced the coronation ritual to the moments immediately before, during and after James being crowned, which makes quite a contrast with Samuel Pepys’s account in his diary of sitting in the stands from 4 am, waiting for Charles II to arrive at his coronation in April 1661. In this instance, the king and his entourage did not arrive until 11 am, meaning Pepys waited some seven hours for the coronation ceremony to actually begin.   The engravings of place in the History of the Coronation of James II reinforced the links between time and space.667 The coronation was effectively reduced to a series of key episodes and locations that the reader was brought through in chronological order, fostering in the reader a sense of anticipation, as we draw ever closer to the spectacle of James and Mary enthroned. As in the presentation of the regalia and the firework display’s scenic apparatus, the volume’s rhetoric of clarity had a legitimising function, and emphasised those aspects of the coronation that had been conducted properly in an attempt to draw our attention from the troubling matter of James’s Catholicism.  
Modelling the Ideal Celebratory City  Festival books transformed the early modern city by means of visual images and textual descriptions, making it a site fit for important ritual performances and celebrations. This section will consider the representation of the spaces in which festival took place and, in particular, how artists dealt with the design challenges posed by the early modern city. In practice, this meant enhancing the appearance of the temporary structures built for occasions, and excising those aspects of urban life – crowds, traffic congestion, filth and ordure – that could compromise the ideal celebratory city. Prestige festival publications reflected the importance of occasional architecture, as the most visible and carefully designed manifestation of major urban celebrations. L’Entrée 
Triomphante was lavishly illustrated with full‐page engravings of the event’s large‐format triumphal architecture. It also featured images of Porte Saint‐Antoine and Pont                                                         667 For a stimulating analysis of the relationship between time and space in festival literature, see: William A. McClung, ‘A Place for Time: The Architecture of Festivals and Theaters’, Architecture and its Images: Four Centuries of Architectural Representations (Montreal: Canadian Center for Architecture, 1989), pp.88‐92. 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Notre‐Dame, permanent landmarks that were restored at great expense in the months before the entry. (Figs. 14., 15.) Each plate was accompanied by a substantial textual description that elaborated on the symbolic value of each part of the monument. Text and image produced a double reinforcement of the occasion’s ideological agendas by showing and then describing each part of the entrée’s conceptual design to an international audience of print spectators.  Before analysing individual representations of the occasional architecture, it is necessary to tackle the wider narrative structures that shaped L’Entrée Triomphante. In common with texts with a similar function, such as The History of the Coronation of 
James II and Ogilby’s Entertainment of Charles II, it displayed an obsessive attention to order and detail, both in terms of the language it used and the extent to which it employed strict division and subdivision in its account of each aspect of the entrée’s performances, rituals and design. The emphasis on location created a narrative in which the spatial and temporal were explicitly linked. Paris was effectively treated as a literary conceit, with key performances and architectural features introduced into the text in the order they had been experienced on the day of the entrée. Progression through Paris, rendered as a series of symbolic locations, both defined and constrained the narrative. Effectively, the reader was taken on a virtual tour of the city that began to the east of the walls in the Faubourg Saine‐Antoine, before being taken under Porte Saint‐Antoine, past Hôtel Beauvais, into Place Baudoyer, over Pont Notre‐Dame, through Marché‐Neuf and Place Dauphine, before reaching the courtyard of Palais du Louvre.  Most of Tronçon’s text dealt with the topographically restricted area, as defined by the four days of festivities that began on 26 August 1660 with the entrée, and concluded with the firework display on the River Seine on 29 August 1660. However, other places did encroach on this straitened narrative by means of references to the thirteen months Louis had spent on progress with his new bride, or the time the court spent at the Château de Fontainebleau while Paris prepared for the entrée. Again, the spatial and temporal were intrinsically linked. Inclusion of these preliminary events fostered a reading experience that mimicked the build up in excitement akin to the anticipation of the event itself. 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In terms of their composition and format, the representations of the triumphal arches in 
L’Entrée Triomphante had a great deal in common with those found in contemporary architectural treatises. Each individual structure was shown as an isolated entity, without reference to recognisable landmarks or other permanent structures. The notable exceptions were those images that showed how permanent spaces such as Place 
Dauphine and Pont Nôtre­Dame had been decorated. Here, Marot and Lepautre’s engravings showed permanent, built spaces that framed the entrée’s ephemeral props and scenery. (Figs. 14., 34.) In both scenes, the subject matter, the embellishment of an existing place, meant that they were impossible to produce without reference to topographical setting.  
 Significantly, both Marot and Lepautre stressed ephemeral architecture’s three‐dimensionality. Both engravers chose to communicate vertical and horizontal information about the structures they depicted, deliberately aligning their images with those of permanent buildings or landmarks. Lepautre and Marot’s depiction of the arches in Pont Nôtre‐Dame and Place Dauphine employed close cropping and shallow perspective, while Marot utilised a variation on the orthographic set of plan and elevation that had informed working representations of architecture from the sixteenth century onwards.668 (Figs. 11., 13.) In some instances, he even provided a scale, allowing the reader to calculate the size of the real built arches. Notably, the latter were very similar to depictions of buildings in contemporary architectural treatises and prints, which were ‘intended to give precise information about the design of the building.’669   The images of the triumphal arches were characterised by a tension between the shallowness of the perspective employed and the attempt to invest representations of the occasion’s architecture with real volume. In Marot’s engravings, such stylistic contradiction resulted in a distortion of perspective that deliberately enhanced the size                                                         668 Eve Blau and Edward Kaufman, ‘Introduction’ in Blau and Kaufman (eds.), Architecture and its Image: Four Centuries of 
Architectural Representation. Works from the Collection of the Canadian Centre for Architecture (Montreal: Canadian Centre for Architecture, 1989), pp.13—15 (p.13); Caroline van Eck, ‘Verbal and visual abstraction: the role of pictorial techniques of representation in Renaissance architectural theory’, in Christy Anderson (ed.), The Built Surface. Volume 1: Architecture and the 
Pictorial Arts from Antiquity to the Enlightenment (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2002). 669 Antony Griffiths, The Print in Stuart Britain, p.265. 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and impressiveness of the structures illustrated. In effect, the entrée’s triumphal architecture was shown from above and below simultaneously, as in the plate of the first triumphal arch at Faubourg Saint‐Antoine. (Fig.9.) Here, the viewer had an impossible vantage, seeing the structure’s façade from above, and the underside of its three arches at the same time. It is an effect that appears to stretch the triumphal arch towards the four corners of the page in an effort to dominate the composition and the small groups of figures clustered around it, imbuing the entrée’s triumphal arches with a permanence and stability that went far beyond the reality of its construction in painted canvas and wood. The attempt to show an ephemeral structure as imposing, permanent and monumental recalls the representation of Pax, Quellin’s flat painted allegorical figure, in Pauwels painting of celebrations in Antwerp in 1648 for the Peace of Munster. 
(Figs. 16., 17.)   The engravings of occasional architecture in L’Entrée Triomphante can also be compared with contemporary depictions of permanent stone arches. Doing so encourages a more nuanced discussion of the visual distortions enlisted to make temporary structures appear enduring and impressive. From 1670, marble arches were erected at significant junctures throughout Paris. The first, built at the Place du Trône (site of Louis’s throne‐dais before the 1660 entrée), was the first permanent triumphant arch built anywhere since the fall of the Roman Empire. It was a confident gesture with an inglorious history: begun in 1670 after a design by Charles Perrault, it was never completed and was eventually demolished in 1716.670 Elsewhere, a series of arches were built or restored at some of Paris’s main city gates: Porte Saint­Denis (1672), Porte Saint‐Martin (1674), Porte Saint­Bernard (restored 1670) and Porte Saint­Antoine (restored 1674)671 This intensive programme of monument building marked France’s most recent military victories, with the Saint‐Denis arch commemorating the war of Dutch Devolution (1667‐8) and the one at Saint‐Martin, the annexation of Franche‐Comté (1678).672 As with attempts made to align contemporary French architectural style with the Greco‐Roman tradition, triumphal arch building redoubled efforts to communicate France’s superiority and imperiousness to an international audience.                                                          670 Burke, Fabrication of Louis XIV, p.78; Lavedan, Nouvelle Histoire de Paris, p.194. 671 Burke, Fabrication of Louis XIV, p.19; Lavedan, Nouvelle Histoire de Paris, p.188. 672 Jones, Paris, p.185. 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In terms of visual record, the permanent arches were depicted in Les vues et monuments 
de Paris, a collection of engravings of the city by the father and son team of Gabriel and Adam Pérelle.673 The Pérelles’ representations of permanent triumphal arches differed substantially from those produced to commemorate the ephemeral architecture built for the 1660 entrée. While the latter showed each arch in ‘close up’, the Pérelles placed theirs in the context of a much wider landscape, locating each structure on the point of perspectival convergence at the end of a longer vista. (The illustration of Porte Saint‐Bernard was the notable exception: in this instance the triumphal arch was demoted from the centre of the composition to the right.) Where Marot and Lepautre had deliberately manipulated the viewer’s point of view to enhance the monumentality of temporary structures, the Pérelles’ engravings employed a shallower perspective to represent the arches themselves, thereby treating the permanent arches as relatively flat incursions into a much deeper landscape.  This emphasis on wide‐open space may, in part, be attributed to the contemporary redevelopment of Paris to become an ‘open city’. In 1670, Louis XIV had ordered the demolition of the existing city walls, replacing them with a series of raised, tree‐lined 
boulevards, a neologism coined from the Dutch bolwerc, meaning rampart. The city’s previously fortified boundary was reconfigured as a site of leisure, with the boulevards intended to become walkways that offered ‘advantageous vistas on the city and surrounding countryside’.674 This was urban redevelopment with serious political implications, as it conveyed France’s confidence in its own national security to an international audience, with ‘La situation de la France en Europe était devenue 
suffisamment forte pour que Paris puisse se passer de ramparts’. 675 France’s position of strength in Europe was so assured that it no longer expected enemy forces to penetrate                                                         673 Scholars have agreed that it is extremely difficult to distinguish between the work of father and son. As Marcel Röthlisberger has remarked, ‘Prints of the elder…were as a rule inscribed “Gabriel Pérelle”, but the same plates will often reappear with Adam’s signature, or simply as “Pérelle”.’ As such, for the purpose of this thesis, I will refer to the work of both, unless authorship is clearly attributed, with the generic term ‘Pérelle’. Véronique Meyer, ‘Pérelle’, , Grove Art Online: Oxford Art Online [n.d], (http://www.oxfordartonline.com:80/subscriber/article/grove/art/T066320); Marcel Röthlisberger, ‘The Pérelles’, Master 
Drawings, vol.5, No. 3 (Autumn 1967), pp.283‐87 (p.284).  674 Jones, Paris, p.185, 186. 675 ‘France’s place in Europe had become so strong that Paris was able to do without ramparts’, Lavedan, Nouvelle Histoire de Paris, pp. 186‐88. 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its borders or advance upon its capital. After an intensive period of building on the French frontiers, the country was by then surrounded by a so‐called ‘iron belt’ (‘ceinture 
de fer’) of fortresses constructed under the supervision of the visionary military engineer Sébastien Le Prestre de Vauban. The demolition of the ramparts also resonated with Paris’s recent tumultuous past and, more particularly, Louis’s ambivalence towards his capital and the loyalty of its citizenship. Notably, during the sixteenth‐century Wars of Religion and the Fronde, the city‐walls had been used ‘to hold out against rather than for the king’. Their removal can be read, therefore, as a stern warning to Parisians that ‘their security was utterly dependent’ on the central French state.676  The visual presentation of ephemeral architecture in L’Entrée Triomphante was not exclusive to French festival literature. The emphasis on a single isolated structure also characterised David Loggan’s etchings of triumphal arches in John Ogilby’s The 
Entertainment of Charles II. In common with Marot, Loggan deliberately sought to boost the monumentality of the coronation’s temporary architecture by playing with perspective. As such, it is possible to view the arches from above and below at the same time, pulling each structure’s extremities towards the four corners of the page. As in the French engravings, deliberate visual distortion endowed the occasion’s ephemeral architecture with a permanence and durability beyond the reality of its construction.  
The Entertainment of Charles II also used the event’s occasional architecture to articulate the lofty Classical aspirations of its sponsors, the City of London, who had commissioned the arches to:  …express their Joy with the greatest Magnificence imaginable: imitating therin the antient Romanes, who, at the return of their Emperours, erected Arches of Marble, which though we, by reason of the shortness of Time, could not equal in Materials, yet do ours far exceed theirs in Number and Stupendous Proportions.677  The emphasis, here, on the ‘return’ of a conquering ruler was highly appropriate for the design of the coronation of Charles II, as the restored monarch, only recently returned                                                         676 Jones, Paris, p.186. 677 Ogilby, Entertainment of Charles II, pp.2‐3. 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from 17 years in Continental exile, with the triumphal arches erected throughout the city providing a commentary on recent history.  As in L’Entrée Triomphante, the uncluttered presentation of the arches reinforced each structure’s iconographic programme. The first arch, located in Leadenhall Street in the City of London, established the occasion’s main themes by ruminating on the topical theme of monarchy and rebellion. (Fig.47.) Visually, this arch strove to reassert the primacy of kingship after more than a decade of ‘unsuccessful experiments with various non‐monarchical forms of government’.678 It was stamped with some of the hallmarks of royal authority. The royal achievement of arms appeared at the very top of the arch, while an imperial crown was held aloft by two angels appeared in the lunette below.   The inclusion of figurative representations of James I, Charles I and Charles II signified Stuart dynastic continuity, suggesting peace and stability that were odds with the images of rebellion and treason shown below. The painted panels on either side of the arch contrasted the consequences of loyalty to the throne with those arising from treasonable behaviour. On the right – or ‘South‐side’ – was a depiction of Charles’s embarkation at Dover, with a loyal subject shown ‘kneeling, and kissing the King’s hand’.679 The opposing panel was, by contrast, a stark reminder of the price paid by traitors, showing the decapitated heads on pikes of some of those who had signed the death warrant of Charles I in 1649.  The occasion’s most prominent theme – that the Restoration of Charles II brought a new era of peace and prosperity after the upheaval of the Civil War and Commonwealth – was reiterated by the decoration of the remaining triumphal architecture. The second arch, erected near the Exchange on Wood Street, had a naval theme in acknowledgement of the nation’s dependence on maritime trade and naval defence as a guarantee of order and stability. (Fig.48.) The third arch, at Cheapside, was the ‘Temple of Concord’, an even more explicit statement of the event’s principal agenda – that of peace and prosperity. (Fig.49.) At the king’s arrival at the arch, the ‘three principal living Figures’, personifications of Concord, Love and Truth, emerged from behind the                                                         678 Tim Harris, Restoration, pp.2‐3. 679 Ogilby, Entertainment of Charles II, p. 21. 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curtain, which had previously obscured them, to perform songs and speeches celebrating the new golden age that would follow Charles’s return.680 The fourth and final arch at Whitefriars, near Fleet Street, provided a fitting conclusion, as it represented the ‘Garden of Plenty’, thereby reinforcing the occasion’s emphasis on peace, prosperity and plenty.681 (Fig.50.)   
 
Ideal Spectators  Spectators had the potential to pose problems for those in charge of preparing and realising celebrations. Huge crowds had the potential to surge out of control, posing a threat to public order and the safety of those who were part of them. Festive drinking led to disorderly behaviour and even death in the tragic case of Benedict Manuel.682 And, as social legislation attested, antisocial elements in the crowd threw filth, ordure and fireworks at spectators and, in some cases, even took aim at the participants in an event. In subtler, less manifestly subversive ways, attending crowds could impact on the successful realisation of the ideal celebratory city. Obvious signs of poverty like poor quality of dress, uncouth manners, inelegant gesture, stench of bodily odour and noisiness were impediments to the desired effect, as they imposed the quotidian, working world on what intended to be an exceptional experience. The structures built to accommodate spectators also impaired the aesthetic impact of an occasion. A case in point was Hollar’s engraving of the execution of the Earl of Strafford, which showed the scaffolds that accommodated spectators. (Fig.18.) These ranged from solidly constructed stands to the more enterprising strategies employed by spectators, such as standing on crates, with the inclusion of these details doing little to enhance the event’s sense of order.  Images of celebrations confirmed these concerns through their presentation of spectators. In the most extreme cases, representations of festival were completely depopulated, choosing, instead, to focus on the event’s occasional architecture or ritual 
                                                        680 Ogilby, Entertainment of Charles II, pp.134‐6. 681 Ogilby, Entertainment of Charles II, pp.139‐63. 682 Morrice, iii, p.1, 25 April 1685. 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paraphernalia.683 As we have seen, engraver David Loggan deliberately showed the triumphal arches built for the coronation of Charles II in glorious isolation in order to clearly display each arch’s iconographical programme. (Figs.47­50.)Even images that did include people were untroubled by large crowds of spectators. Representations of the occasional architecture were shown in topographically non‐specific spaces strategically populated by small groups of well‐behaved, fashionably dressed individuals. In L’Entrée Triomphante, Marot provided depictions of the architecture, while Lepautre was drafted in to produce the decorously posed figures populating the volume’s engraved plates.   Lepautre’s use of figures was remarkably consistent across the volume’s illustrative plates, with small groups of spectators, predominantly male, performing a similar function to the staffage employed by artists to ‘enliven’ contemporary landscape paintings or topographical views.684 Typically, these figures were used to impress differences in scale, as miniature bystanders reinforced the colossal size of an important building or the divine magnificence of a sublime view. Lepautre’s spectators weren’t merely characterised by their diminutive size: they were also shown to engage in range of activities. The notion that stock figures merely ‘enlivened’ these images is challenged by due attention to the subtleties in his presentation of the crowd in the different scenes associated with the entrée. Most numerous were depictions of the triumphal architecture that provided the most eye‐catching manifestation of festivity on this occasion. As we have seen, the arches were typically shown in glorious isolation, as in Marot’s engraving of the arch at the entrance to the Faubourg Saint‐Antoine, or shown front on and close up to exclude any sense of background, as in the book’s illustration of the arch at Marché‐Neuf. (Figs. 9., 12.)  Figures assembled in groups of two and three were dotted around Marot’s engraving of the triumphal arch in Faubourg Saint‐Antoine, with each gesturing towards the arch in some way. In all cases, the imagined spectators were notable for the fashionable                                                         683 For more about these visual conventions, most notably the absence of topographical detail from some representations of festival, see: Elizabeth Goldring, ‘The Funeral of Sir Philip Sidney and the Politics of Elizabethan Festival’, in Mulryne and Goldring (eds.), Court Festivals of the European Renaissance, pp.199‐224; see, especially, pp.210‐13. 684 ‘Staffage’, Grove Art Online: Oxford Art Online [n.d], http://www.oxfordartonline.com/subscriber/article/grove/art/T080855, [accessed 30 September 2010]. 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appearance of their dress and the elegance of the gestures employed. Most figures in the composition have their backs to the viewer, giving their undivided attention to the arch, while other groups, some of mixed gender, were shown strolling or engaged in polite conversation. Two men were even depicted pointing at the occasional architecture, as if caught in the act of explaining its decorative or iconographical scheme to their companions.   Although each depiction of the entrée’s architecture was enhanced by small groups of well appointed, elegantly dressed spectators, there were some interesting variations on the theme. Under the arch at Le Parnasse, one man was shown to read aloud from a document to his companions, while a seated man can be seen absorbed in the act of sketching the scene in the foreground of the engraving of the permanent stone arch at Porte Saint‐Antoine. However, the same image’s ambiance of genteel civility was disrupted by less decorous behaviour. To the right, a man with his back to the viewer appeared to be urinating against the arch, while to the left two figures slumped against a wall, one of whom was also bareheaded. Images of the largest triumphal arches, erected at Marché‐Neuf and Pont Notre‐Dame, employed another visual trope: men on horseback riding through the opening in the arch. Inclusion of these miniature equestrian portraits was another strategy employed to suggest the colossal size of the occasional architecture and, by extension, its prestige and impressiveness.   The plates showing other aspects of the entrée’s occasional architecture used figurative groups to produce subtly different effects. Those images featuring members of the royal family showed much larger crowds in attendance, as well as the presence of armed guards.  This was particularly noticeable in the engraving of Louis XIV and Maria‐Teresa sat in state on the throne‐dais located outside the city wall, beyond Faubourg Saint‐Antoine.  It is imperative to state that this image fulfilled a different function from those showing other aspects of the entrée’s triumphal architecture. Where the latter were explicitly intended to commemorate built things, the representation of the throne‐dais was intended as a permanent record of an important episode from the day’s programme of ritual events‐ namely, the moment when the king and queen received homage from the Church, the City and the University. Crucially, this event was invested with much of its significance by means of its intense visibility. 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As L’Entrée Triomphante was the official chronicle of a major public spectacle, it was expected to reflect the perspective of the event’s organizing committee and those whom it had honoured, Louis XIV and to a lesser extent, his new bride Maria‐Teresa. François Chaveau’s engraved frontispiece realised this relationship in pictorial form. At its centre was Louis, sat in state, to receive the first copy of L’Entrée Triomphante from the hand of Alexandre de Sève, then Prévôt des marchands et échevins, while other high‐ranking representatives from Paris’s municipal government flanked him on the right.   The image effectively functioned as both a group portrait of the men responsible for overseeing the entrée and its commemoration, and as a record of another ritual: the presentation of the book to the king. The latter was comparable to the act of homage performed outside the Paris’s walls by the City, the Church and the University on the day of the entry itself. The image was characterised by a strange mix of humility and pride. Paris’s civic elite was captured in the act of homage, with de Sève and his cohorts shown bareheaded and kneeling in the appropriate gesture of supplication. This contrasted with the precision of the descriptive caption underneath, where each man was identified by name, title and rank:  De la IIII Preuost de MessreAlexandre Seue Cheualier seigneur de Chastillon le Roy etc. Conseiller du Roy en ses Conseils d’Estat et Conseil Royal des Finances Et de lEscheuinage de Mr Me Pierre de la Mouche Conseiller du Roy Et Auditeur de sa Chambre des comtes, Me Iean de Monhers advocat en Parlement, Et Me Eustache de Fauerolles Antien receueur general de pauures Et Administrateur d l’hospital de la Trinité. estans Me Simon Pietre Procureur du Roy, Me Martin le Maire Greffier et Me Nicolas Boucot Receueur de la ville.685                                                          685 Tronçon 1662, frontispiece. 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Like Tronçon’s rhetorical hesitancy in the author’s preface, this image made very clear who was responsible for the book as the most perfect version of Louis’s entrée. 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Section III conclusion:  The representation of festival in printed texts and images produced a separate, ‘pre‐packaged’ version of the event. In this section we considered the evidence of two books: 
L’Entrée Triomphante and The History of the Coronation of James II, and the extent to which the experience of festival in print was shaped by the material properties of the volumes and the representational strategies employed throughout. Both L’Entrée 
Triomphante and The History of the Coronation of James II were prestige publications, meaning the quality of their construction were intended to inspire reverence and awe in the reader. Likewise, where the performance and experience of festival was plural and fragmentary, the representational strategies used to record the events for posterity attempted to impose a level of control on the interpretation of events that was not possible in the ‘real’ world. For this reason, the version of festival found in the festival books was the most complete realisation of the ideal celebratory city. 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Final Conclusion 
 
Strategies for Celebration: Realising the Ideal Celebratory City in London and 
Paris, 1660­1715  This dissertation has considered the role played by the spectacular in the creation of the ideal celebratory city in the context of two early modern metropolises, London and Paris. The notion of the ideal celebratory city was the product of bewilderment. Having first stumbled on studies of early modern festival in the course of my Masters, I was rather confused by the methodology employed by historians of the subject, who wrote about the events, whether celebration, ceremony or ritual, as if they were located in an entirely different realm from the everyday, working early modern city. This was hardly the most earth‐shattering insight, but it has played a crucial role in shaping the approach taken by this thesis.   Previous studies of early modern urban festival have stressed the most abstract and intellectual aspects of the design of events, namely the triangular relationship between the choice of narrative for specific occasions, the recondite symbolism and allegory that helped convey this, and the needs of the political moment. By contrast, my treatment of the subject has been resolutely down to earth, taking account of the active and practical processes that informed the preparation, production and representation of events in the context of the real early modern city, and fully engaging with early modern festival as a multimedia and collaborative enterprise. Moreover, where other studies have treated urban festival as a one‐way, top‐down form of communication, this dissertation has celebrated the fragmentary, collaborative and participatory and, by extension, the plural, occasionally contested social, cultural and political ideals that were invested in the same event.  In part, this has been an issue of evidence: where the existing scholarship has privileged the highly finished textual and visual representations, as commissioned by the organisers of events, I have made use of the widest range of sources. In addition to major festival books produced during the period, most notably Jean Tronçon’s L’Entrée 
Triomphante and Francis Sandford’s The History of the Coronation of James II, I have also 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consulted archival sources detailing activities in London and Paris, state and civic legislation, court records and sessions papers, contemporary eyewitness accounts in diaries, letters and memoirs, newspapers and pamphlets, drawings, paintings, printed images, the evidence of objects, such as books and metalwork, technical manuals, and even the physical traces left by events on the urban landscape.  In order to tease out the relationship between the ideal and real celebratory city, this dissertation had a tripartite structure, and focused on the three key moments in the narrative of all festival events: preparation, performance and representation. The first section of the thesis dealt with the period of preparation. Factoring in the days, weeks and months before the performance actively extended the narrative of an event. Rather than treat Louis XIV’s entrée in 1660 as a mere four days of celebration, the approach adopted by other studies, this discussion engaged with the years of mental – and months of practical – preparations that preceded the realisation of events in late August 1660.   By considering the design and scheduling of multimedia spectaculars, like the entrée, this section sought to nuance our understanding of the relationship between those with bureaucratic control over an event, and the personnel entrusted with its practical realisation. As the section showed, major urban celebrations were composite, and required inputs from a wide range of personnel, who were employed to realise the different facets of the design. In effect, this section was a study of the diverse social, cultural and political ideals that were invested in the entities produced to mark special occasions. In order to tease out the complexities of this relationship, we used the evidence of three types of designed entity: temporary structures, which included triumphal architecture and the scaffolds, or échafaux, built as viewing platforms; firework displays, and bonfires.   This discussion really concerned the relationship between the centre and the periphery, as the production and design of festival was always partially devolved. Even those aspects of an event’s design that were invested with the most ideological importance had to be entrusted to a wide range of personnel. This was certainly the case in Paris in 1660, when at least fifteen artists were employed to realise different aspects of the 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triumphal arches built to mark Louis’s entrée. The marché issued by the event’s overall organising committee attested to the deep‐rooted anxieties that underpinned the interactions between those who had bureaucratic responsibility for a major urban celebration, and the ‘creatives’ they employed to realise the performance. Likewise, the example of the échafaux built as viewing platforms illustrated the contested nature of some festival design. In this instance, disagreement over the right to grant planning permission revealed a fault line in the relationship between the Prévôt des marchands et 
échevins and the Trésorier de France, and illustrated the contested ideals, in this instance municipal and state ideals, that informed the organisation of events, suggesting the disagreements that simmered beneath the surface of even the most ideal celebratory city.  The second section of the thesis discussed the performance of events. Ostensibly, at least, this has been the focus of the existing scholarship on early modern festival. However, where previous scholarly accounts of urban celebration have used almost exclusively the evidence of festival literature, this part of the dissertation attempted to establish what actually happened on days of occasion. Accidents, injuries and poor weather were factors that even the most organised planning committee were unable to prepare against. As we saw, these ‘acts of god’ could seriously undermine the prestige of a celebration, and the ideals invested in it. This section the thesis also engaged with the experience of early modern festival – an aspect of the subject often gets lost more in abstract or recondite appraisals. The evidence of the different types of structure spectators sat in or stood on reiterated the extent to which experience of festival was inherently fragmentary, issuing an additional, albeit less dramatic, challenge to those in charge.  The third and final section of the thesis considered the idea of festival in print. Festival literature has received considerable scholarly attention elsewhere, but this has focussed almost exclusively on interpreting the rhetoric of the books’ content, and by extension unravelling the iconographical and ideological meaning of the occasions. By contrast, this dissertation showed that festival books were major projects in their own right, bringing together skilled personnel in an effort to show the events in their best light. My study used evidence of the production of two festival books to demonstrate that the 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idealisation of the celebration was achieved through the exquisite production of the volumes themselves, as well as the representational strategies used to present the events. The latter commemorated those aspects of occasions that were most beautiful or costly, such as occasional architecture, splendid costumes and firework displays, while excising those parts of the real early modern city – crowds, congestion, ordure and filth – that posed the greatest challenges to the ideal celebratory city.   In its entirety, this dissertation showed how the same event could appear to very different effects at three key stages in its narrative. Think, for example, of the firework display that marked the coronation of James II in April 1685. The evidence of the preparations made before the event, and the representation produced by Sherwin and Collins after it had taken place both suggested an occasion that was orderly, well organised and impressive. Think now of John Aubrey’s ominous account – the people ‘choosing rather to be drown’d than burn’d’ – and the medical bills of the Office of Ordnance workers injured during the performance of the fireworks. It is an example that clearly illustrates the conjuncture and disjuncture between a rhetorical ideal and the challenges inherent in its practical realisation, suggesting, perhaps, that the ideal celebratory city was only possible once translated into a static, printed format. 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Fig. 1. Duke and Duchess of Cambridge on the balcony of Buckingham Palace, 29 April 2011 © Getty Images 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Fig. 2. Wenceslaus Hollar, The Coronation of Charles II in Westminster Abbey, 1662, etching on paper, British Library, London [From: Ogilby, The Entertainment of… Charles 
II, in his passage through the city of 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to his Coronation, between pp.176‐7] 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Fig. 3. Still from: Iberia Triumphant: the reconstruction of Lisbon on the triumphal entry 
of Philip II of 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in 1581, 2011 © Laura 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Fig. 4. Bernard II Lens, A view of the fireworks on the Thames to celebrate the birth of the 
son of James II on 10 June 1688, 1688, mezzotint, British Museum, London 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Fig. 5. Gabriel Ladame, ‘La Magnifique Entrée du Roy et de la Royne dans leur bonne Ville de Paris, le 26 aoust 1660’, Hennin: 3977, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris 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Fig.6. Gabriel Ladame, Detail of the ‘échafaux’ in ‘La Magnifique Entrée du Roy et de la Royne dans leur bonne Ville de Paris, le 26 aoust 1660’, Hennin: 3977, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris 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Fig. 7. Gabriel Ladame, Detail of the triumphal arch at Faubourg Saint‐Antoine in ‘La Magnifique Entrée du Roy et de la Royne dans leur bonne Ville de Paris, le 26 aoust 1660’, Hennin: 3977, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris 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Fig. 8. Jean Marot, ‘Hault Dais ou Throsne Royal’, 1662, engraving on paper, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris 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Fig. 9. Jean Marot, ‘Premier Arc du Triomphe à l’entrée du Faubourg sainct Anthoine’, 1662, etching on paper, British Library, London [From: Tronçon, L’Entrée Triomphante, between pp.7‐8] 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Fig. 10. Jean Lepautre, ‘Arc de triomphe du Carefour de la Fontaine sainct Geruais’, [Le Parnasse], 1662, etching on paper, British Library, London [From: Tronçon, L’Entrée 
Triomphante, between pp.8‐9] 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Fig. 11. Jean Lepautre, ‘Arc du Triomphe eslevé au bout du pont nostre Dame’, 1662, etching on paper, British Library, London [From: Tronçon, L’Entrée Triomphante, between pp.18‐19] 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Fig. 12. Jean Marot, ‘Arc de Triomphe dans le marché neuf’, 1662, etching on paper, British Library, London [From: Tronçon, L’Entrée Triomphante, between pp.20‐21] 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Fig. 13. Jean Lepautre, ‘Obelisque dans la place Dauphine’, 1662, etching on paper, British Library, London [From: Tronçon, L’Entrée Triomphante, between pp.28‐9] 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Fig. 14. Jean Marot, Le Pont Nostre‐Dame reparé et enrichi de nouveaux ornements, reduit en Perspective’, 1662, etching on paper, British Library, London [From: Tronçon, 
L’Entrée Triomphante, between pp.10‐11] 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Fig. 15. Jean Marot, ‘Arc du pierre sur le pont dormant le porte sainct Anthoine’, 1662, etching on paper, British Library, London [From: Tronçon, L’Entrée Triomphante, between pp.6‐7] 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Fig. 16. Erasmus II Quellin, Allegorical figure of ‘Pax’, 1648, oil on chased wood, Museum Vleeshuis, Antwerp 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Fig. 17. Maximiliaean Pauwels [attr.], The Proclamation of the Peace of Münster on the 
Grote Markt, Antwerp, 1648, oil on canvas, Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten 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Fig. 18. Wenceslaus Hollar, ‘The True Maner of the Execution of Thomas Earle of Strafford. Lord Lieutenant of Ireland. vpon Towerhill the 12th of May 1641’, 1641, etching on paper, British Museum, London 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Fig. 19. John Hamilton, View of Tyburn, 1767, drawing on paper, British Museum, London 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Fig. 20. Israël Silvestre, The Palace of Alcina, from the third day of Les plaisirs de l’îsle 
enchantée, 1664, engraving on paper, British Museum, London  Fig. 23. Israël Silvestre, Destruction of the Palace of Alcina, from the third day of Les 
plaisirs de l’îsle enchantée, 1664, engraving on paper, British Museum, London 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Fig. 21. Francis Barlow, ‘The Last horse race run before Charles the Second of blessed memory by Dorsett Ferry near Windsor Castle, August 24 1684’, 1687, etching on paper, British Museum, Londo 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Fig.22. Jean Marot, ‘Feux D’Artifice’, 1662, etching on paper, British Library, London [From: Tronçon, L’Entrée Triomphante, between pp.8‐9] 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Fig. 24. Egbert van der Poel, A View of Delft after the Explosion of 1654, 1654, oil on canvas, The National Gallery, London 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Fig. 25. John Collins and William Sherwin, after Francis Barlow, ‘A Representation of the Fire‐works upon the River of Thames against Whitehall at their Majesties Coronation A˚ 1685’, 1687, engraving on paper, British Museum, London 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Fig. 26. Bernard II Lens, ‘A Perfect Description of the Firework in Covent Garden that was performed at the Charge of the Gentry and other inhabitants of that Parish for ye. joyfull returan [sic.] of His Ma[jes]tie from His Conquest in Ireland Sept. 10. 1690, 1690, mezzotint, British Museum, London 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Fig. 27. Romeyn de Hooghe, Fireworks Celebrating the Coronation of William III and 
Mary II, 1689, engraving and letterpress on paper with additional contemporary hand‐colouring, 50.8 x 58.4 cm, Private Collection 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Fig. 28. Artist unknown, ‘The Grand Whim for Posterity to Laugh At’, ca.1749, etching and letterpress on paper, British Museum, London 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Fig. 29. George Vertue, The View of the Charity­Children in the Strand [detail], upon the 
VII of July, MDCCXIII, 1715, engraving on paper, British Museum, London 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Fig. 30. Artist unknown, Festivities held in Piazza Navona to celebrate the birth of Don 
Carlos, Infante of Spain, 1662, oil on canvas, Akademie der bildenden Künste, Vienna 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Fig. 31. Andrea Sacchi, Filippo Gagliardi and Manciola, ‘Saracen’ Tournament in Piazza 
Navona on 25 February 1634, 1625‐1650, Museum of Rome, Rome 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Fig. 32. Filippo Lauri and Filippo Gagliardi, Carousel for Queen Christina of Sweden held 
in the courtyard of Palazzo Barberini, Rome, 1656, oil on canvas, Museum of Rome, Rome 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Fig. 33. Sir James Thornhill, ‘The exact draught of the Fire Work that was perform’d on the River Thames July 7th 1713’, being the Thanksgiving day for the Peace, 1713, etching on paper, British Museum, London 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Fig. 34. Jean Marot, ‘Amphiteatre de la place Dauphine’, 1662, etching on paper, British Library, London [From: Tronçon, L’Entrée Triomphante, between pp.24‐5] 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Fig. 35. Nicolas Cochin, Triomphante entrée du Roy et de la Reine à Paris, le 26 août 1660 [sheet 1], 1660, pen and brown ink on tinted paper, Destailleur Paris: t.4, 554, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris 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Fig. 36. Nicolas Cochin, Triomphante entrée du Roy et de la Reine à Paris, le 26 août 1660 [sheet 2], 1660, pen and brown ink on tinted paper, Destailleur Paris: t.4, 555, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris 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Fig. 37. Jean Marot [attr.], Arc de triomphe dans le Marché Neuf, 1660, pen, ink and India ink wash on paper, Destailleur Paris: t.4, 558, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris 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Fig. 38. Map showing the location of four commercial stands built near Westminster Abbey for the coronation of George I on 20 October 1714 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Fig. 39: Map showing the location of the commercial stand built on The Strand and in Covent Garden for the coronation of George I on 20 October 1714 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Fig. 40. William Sherwin, ‘The First Plate of the REGALIA’, 1687, engraving on paper, British Library, London [From: Sandford, History of the Coronation of James II, between pp.33‐4] 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Fig. 41. Bernard II Lens, ‘A Representation of the Royal Fire‐work perform’d by the directions of Coll. Hopkey and Coll. Bogard on the River of Thames  before Whitehall ye. 7th July being the day appointed for a publick Thanksgiving for the General Peace’, 1713, mezzotint, British Museum, London 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Fig. 42. ‘A Groundplot of the Citty of Westminster’, 1687, engraving on paper, British Library, London [From: Sandford, History of the Coronation of James II, between pp.64‐5] 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Fig. 43. ‘The Ground‐plot of the Collegiate Church of St. Peter in Westminster’, 1687, engraving on paper, British Library, London [From: Sandford, History of the Coronation 
of James II, between pp.80‐1] 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Fig. 44. Samuel Moore, ‘A Prospect of the Inside of the Collegiate Church of St. Peter in Westminster Abbey from the Quire to the East End’, 1687, engraving on paper, British Library, London [From: Sandford, History of the Coronation of James II, between pp.80‐1] 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Fig. 45. Samuel Moore, ‘A Perspective of Westminster‐Abby from the High‐Altar to the West end, Shewing the manner of His Majestie’s Crowning’, 1687, engraving on paper, British Library, London [From: Sandford, History of the 
Coronation of James II, between pp.80‐1] 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Fig. 46. ‘The Inthronization of Their Majesties King James the Second and Queen Mary’, 1687, engraving on paper, British Library, London [From: Sandford, History of the 
Coronation of James II, between pp.80‐1] 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Fig. 47. David Loggan, Triumphal Arch: ‘The first arch in Leadenhall Street, near Lime Street’, 1662, etching on paper, British Museum, London 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Fig. 48. David Loggan, Triumphal Arch: ‘The second arch at the Exchange in Cornhill. Naval theme’, 1662, etching on paper, British Museum, London 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Fig. 49. David Loggan, Triumphal Arch: The third arch near Wood St, on the theme of the Temple of Concord’, 1662, etching on paper, British Museum, London 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Fig. 50. David Loggan, Triumphal Arch: ‘The fourth arch at Whitefriars, representing the Garden of Plenty’, 1662, etching on paper, British Museum, London 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Fig. 51. Hendrick Pola, Illuminations in front of the Town Hall in The Hague to celebrate 
the Treaty of Utrecht in 1713, 1713 etching on paper, British Museum, London  
